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EDITOR’S MESSAGE
From grassroots activists helping to build a new
public procurement system in Ukraine to prime
ministers chairing investment councils in the
Caucasus and Central Asia, this edition of Law
in transition celebrates the contribution that all
sections of society make to legal reforms to
improve citizens’ daily lives.
In addition to civil society organisations and
heads of government, other actors such as private
businesses, lawyers, regulators, policy-makers,
experts, donors and international institutions –
including the EBRD – are collaborating to shape
a modern legal and regulatory landscape in the
countries where the Bank invests.
What does that landscape look like? According to
the recently revised transition concept of the EBRD,
a well-functioning market economy should be
well-governed, resilient, competitive, inclusive,
green and integrated. The legal reform projects
described in this journal help countries to develop
all of these qualities – either through changes to
their laws and regulatory frameworks or through
diagnostic work that prepares the ground for such
changes. Let us take a closer look at which article
relates to each quality.
A major focus of the Bank’s legal and regulatory
reform efforts is strengthening public and corporate

governance. Transforming the way contracting
authorities in Ukraine purchase goods and services
and assisting companies and regulators to adopt
internationally recognised standards of corporate
governance are two ways in which the EBRD works
towards this goal.
Support for investment councils that foster dialogue
between the public and private sectors and expose
economic policy-making to greater public scrutiny
is another. Multilateral development banks create
incentives for businesses to eschew corrupt practices
through their joint approach in barring companies
from doing business with them.
Nearly a decade after the 2008 financial crisis,
countries in the EBRD region continue to feel its
effects and building these economies’ resilience
to possible future shocks is a priority for the Bank.
The EBRD supports this effort by working to remove
obstacles to the resolution of non-performing loans,
which are a huge issue in emerging Europe, or by
fostering the wider use of derivatives, which contribute
to the growth of a more diverse and sustainable
financial sector.
With its strong emphasis on the private sector, the
EBRD strives to make economies in the region
more competitive. Promoting alternative forms of
dispute resolution, such as mediation, supports
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“According to the recently revised transition concept of the EBRD,
a well-functioning market economy should be well-governed,
resilient, competitive, inclusive, green and integrated.”

this endeavour by freeing up time and resources
companies might otherwise spend on court cases.
Unlike time spent in court, mediation promotes
gender equality by allowing participants to tailor
the process around their commitments, which is
particularly important for women entrepreneurs
who often have childcare duties.
Countries that have harnessed the full potential of
the digital and mobile technology revolution will fare
better in a globalised economy. Adopting the right
legal and regulatory framework for the information
and communications technology sector is a vital
part of this evolution. It is also crucial for ensuring
that the knowledge economy includes people from
across society.

the latest international trends in PPP legislation
is a prerequisite to engaging in this exercise.
The EBRD would not be able to conduct any legal
reform activities without the generous support of
donor governments who fund technical assistance
projects. Luxembourg is a steadfast ally in the
promotion of financial law reform in the Bank’s
countries of operations and its unswerving
commitment is the subject of one of the articles
in this journal.
Thank you for taking the time to explore this edition
of Law in transition. I sincerely hope that you find it
as enjoyable and rewarding to read as it was to
produce and look forward to hearing any comments
you may wish to share.

Combating global warming is an increasingly urgent
task. At the UN climate conference in Paris in 2015,
nearly 200 governments pledged to support the fight,
but many have legal frameworks that restrict private
investment in green technology. An assessment of
the frameworks of three EBRD countries of operations
is a significant step forward in helping them meet
their commitments under the Paris accord.
The last quality of a healthy market economy – being
integrated – is served by legal reform work that
facilitates the use of public-private partnerships
(PPPs) for major infrastructure projects. Assessing
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